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Advising Clients to Commit War Crimes with Impunity: An Unethical Practice

Marjorie Cohn*

“In situations like this you don’t call in the tough guys; you call in the lawyers.”

—Former Central Intelligence Agency Director, George Tenet1

During the Bush administration, lawyers in the US Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) crafted memoranda that advised the executive how it could avoid criminal liability under US law for the torture and abuse of detainees in the “global war on terror.” Rather than providing candid legal advice, these lawyers advocated for a specific interpretation of the law. This essay will analyze some of the most egregious torture memos and explain why they violate the American Bar Association (ABA) Model Rules of Professional Conduct and Justice Department guidelines, as well as US and international law. The lawyers who wrote these memos should be investigated and prosecuted under our criminal laws, not only to achieve accountability for their roles in the cruel

* Professor of Law, Thomas Jefferson School of Law; past president, National Lawyers Guild; deputy secretary general, International Association of Democratic Lawyers. The editor of The United States and Torture: Interrogation, Incarceration, and Abuse (NYU Press 2011), Professor Cohn testified in 2008 before the House Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties about the Bush administration interrogation policy. This essay is based on the author’s presentation at the Society of American Law Teachers (SALT) Conference, Teaching in a Transformative Era: The Law School of the Future, Dec. 10–11, 2010, at the William S. Richardson School of Law, Honolulu, Hawai‘i. Thanks to Ngai Pindell for organizing, and John Sims for presenting, on this panel.

treatment of other human beings, but also to discourage future administrations from engaging in this behavior by sending a clear message that they will be held accountable for their lawbreaking. The bar associations that licensed these attorneys to practice law should also investigate them and take appropriate action for violations of ethics rules. Using the ethical rules about advising clients in the analysis below, the Bush lawyers will be used as negative examples of how lawyers should behave.

I. INTRODUCTION: THE TORTURE MEMOS

John Yoo, former Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the OLC, and Jay Bybee, former Assistant Attorney General in the OLC, did not merely interpret the law in response to a request for guidance about interrogation procedures. Instead, in an August 2002 memorandum, they argued that it was legally permissible to torture and abuse detainees by redefining torture more narrowly than US law requires. They advocated for legal defenses to torture despite the categorical legal prohibition on torture, and they failed to cite relevant legal precedents in their memos.

Another Bush OLC lawyer, Acting Assistant Attorney General Steven G. Bradbury, wrote memos that authorized, among other techniques, waterboarding. Bradbury admitted that waterboarding “induces a sensation..."

---

2 John Yoo is currently a law professor at the University of California, Berkeley School of Law.
3 Jay Bybee is currently serving a life term as a judge on the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
5 See e.g., Memorandum from Steven G. Bradbury, Principal Deputy Assistant Att’y Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Justice Off. of Legal Couns., to John A. Rizzo, Senior Deputy Gen. Couns., Cent. Intelligence Agency (May 10, 2005),
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of drowning . . . based on a deeply rooted physiological response." It is well-settled, however, that waterboarding constitutes torture, a fact unmentioned in the Bradbury memos. Although the United States hung Japanese leaders after World War II for waterboarding, Bush officials and lawyers approved of its use.10

The Justice Department’s Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) conducted a five-year investigation that focused on advice provided to the Bush administration by Yoo, Bybee, and Bradbury.11 The 2010 OPR report confirms that Yoo added the most egregious and flawed parts of the August 2002 memo after the Justice Department’s criminal division refused to give the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) the legal authority it sought to use torture as an interrogation technique.12 The day after this refusal, Yoo

6 Id.
8 See Bradbury Memorandum, supra note 5.
attended a meeting at the White House with White House Counsel Alberto Gonzales and possibly Vice President Cheney’s lawyer, David Addington, and Gonzales’ deputy, Tim Flanigan, after which Yoo added the “two most biased and flawed sections to his most notorious memo.” The Bush lawyers knew their advice would be relied upon to interrogate detainees.

Indeed, Secretary of State Donald Rumsfeld relied heavily on the “torture memos” to promulgate his list of aggressive interrogation procedures for use at the Guantánamo Bay naval base where “enemy combatants” were being held. Major General Geoffrey Miller also brought the harsh techniques to Iraq, where they were used on prisoners in US custody there.

By justifying these cruel interrogation methods, Yoo, Bybee, and the other OLC lawyers who counseled Bush (on how his administration could torture detainees and get away with it) have not only committed ethical violations, but they have also participated in a common plan with Bush officials to violate US and international laws. They must be held accountable for their ethical and legal violations, both to achieve justice and to deter other lawyers from engaging in similar conduct in the future.

[Department of Justice] criminal declination letter providing advance blanket immunity from criminal prosecution before beginning interrogations in order to ensure that no CIA interrogator would be prosecuted for torture. Michael Chertoff, then Assistant AG [Attorney General] in charge of DOJ’s criminal division, found the request unreasonable, and refused to provide a blanket protection against criminal prosecution.”.

13 Id.
II. THE TORTURE MEMOS VIOLATE THE ABA MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT

The American Bar Association’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct were adopted by the ABA House of Representatives in 1983. They serve as models in most states for how lawyers should behave in the course of representing their clients.17

Rule 1.1 of the ABA’s Model Rules requires a lawyer to “provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.”18 The Bush OLC lawyers, at a minimum, provided incompetent representation because their memoranda were not thorough; they omitted important relevant principles of law.19 The memos demonstrated a lack of legal knowledge and skill, including a rewriting of the torture definition conflicting with US law.20

Rule 1.2(d) prohibits lawyers from assisting clients engage in crime or fraud.21 Yet, lawyers in the Bush administration’s OLC crafted memoranda to justify interrogations that violated US law.22

Rule 2.1 provides that a lawyer “shall exercise independent professional judgment and render candid advice” when representing a client.23 The rule

---

18 Id. at 1.1.
19 See infra text accompanying note 61.
20 See infra text accompanying notes 51–54.
21 Rule 1.2(d) reads as follows:
   A lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent, but a lawyer may discuss the legal consequences of any proposed course of conduct with a client and may counsel or assist a client to make a good faith effort to determine the validity, scope, meaning or application of the law.
   MRPC, supra note 17, at R. 1.2(d).
22 See infra text accompanying notes 26–30.
further states that, in addition to referring to the law, a lawyer may also reference other relevant considerations such as moral, economic, social, and political factors when rendering advice. Although it is permissible to refer to political factors, ideological considerations trumped legality for these lawyers. The Bush OLC lawyers gave the advice the administration wanted; the advice was far from candid, and they omitted from their intricate memos any discussion of the morality of torturing and abusing detainees.

III. AGAINST FEDERAL LAW: TORTURE IS ALWAYS ILLEGAL

Moreover, the unethical advice these lawyers provided also violated US treaty law. When the United States ratifies a treaty, it becomes part of US law under the Supremacy Clause of the US Constitution. The Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (“Torture Convention”) has been ratified by the United States. It provides that “no exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification for torture.” That ban is unequivocal; there are no circumstances in which torture is permissible.

23 See MRPC, supra note 17, at R. 2.1.
24 Id.
25 See infra notes 26–37.
26 U.S. Const. art. VI, § 2 (“This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in pursuance thereof; and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the judges in every state shall be bound thereby, anything in the constitution or laws of any state to the contrary notwithstanding.”).
29 See Torture Convention, supra note 27, at art. 2(2).
30 The prohibition against torture is also considered jus cogens, which is Latin for “higher law” or “compelling law.” This means that no country, whether or not it has ratified the Torture Convention, can enact any law that permits torture. There can be no
All detainees, without exception, must be treated humanely according to the Geneva Conventions, which the United States has also ratified. All detainees, without exception, must be treated humanely according to the Geneva Conventions, which the United States has also ratified. Under Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, prisoners must be protected against torture, mutilation and cruel treatment. In Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, the US Supreme Court struck down the Bush administration’s military commissions because they did not comply with due process guarantees in the Uniform Code of Military Justice and the Geneva Conventions. The Court rejected the Bush administration’s argument that Common Article 3 does not protect the prisoners at Guantánamo. Common Article 3 requires that prisoners be treated humanely; it forbids outrages on personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment.

immunity from criminal liability for violation of a jus cogens prohibition. Other jus cogens norms include prohibitions on slavery, genocide, and wars of aggression.


32 See id. All four Geneva Conventions have the same article 3 in common; hence, the moniker “Common Article 3.”


34 Id. at 631–32.

35 Common Article 3 reads as follows:

In the case of armed conflict not of an international character occurring in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties, each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as a minimum, the following provisions:

(1) Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed forces who have laid down their arms and those placed ‘hors de combat’ by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, without any adverse distinction founded on race, colour, religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any other similar criteria. To this end, the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any place whatsoever with respect to the above-mentioned persons:

(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture;

(b) taking of hostages;

(c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading
Bush maintained that the Geneva Conventions did not apply to members of Al-Qaeda because they were not prisoners of war. In *Hamdan*, the Supreme Court affirmed that Common Article 3 protects all prisoners, not just prisoners of war.

Justice Kennedy, in a separate concurrence joined by Justices Souter, Breyer, and Ginsburg, noted that Common Article 3 “is part of a treaty the United States has ratified and thus accepted as binding law.” Justice Kennedy underscored that Congress made violations of Common Article 3 war crimes in the US War Crimes Act. Justice Kennedy was spot-on here because, while treaties are international law, they are also part of US law under the Supremacy Clause.

On February 7, 2002, Bush, relying on a memo from Yoo and special counsel Robert J. Delahunty, announced that Common Article 3 did not apply to alleged members of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda. Bush added, however, that “as a matter of policy, the United States Armed Forces shall

---

(d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.

(2) The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for.

See Geneva Convention, supra note 31.


See *Hamdan*, 548 U.S. at 630, 642.

Id. at 642.


U.S. CONST. art. VI, § 2.

Memorandum from John Yoo, Deputy Assistant Att'y Gen., U.S. Dep't of Justice Off. of Legal Couns., & Robert J. Delahunty, Deputy Assistant Att'y Gen., U.S. Dep't of Justice Off. of Legal Couns., to William J. Haynes II, Gen. Counsel, Dep't of Def. (Jan. 9, 2002) [hereinafter Yoo Memorandum I].

See Bush Memorandum, supra note 36.
continue to treat detainees humanely and, to the extent appropriate and consistent with military necessity, in a manner consistent with the principles of Geneva.43 By qualifying his commitment to treat detainees consistent with the Geneva Conventions unless there is a military necessity, Bush was reserving the right to order torture. Yet, torture is never allowed under the Torture Convention, and Geneva permits no inhumane treatment of a detainee under any circumstances.44

Torture, cruel or inhumane treatment, mutilation or maiming, intentionally causing serious bodily injury, including rape, sexual assault, and other forms of abuse, are punishable as war crimes under the US War Crimes Act.45 The US Torture Statute provides for twenty years of imprisonment, life in prison, or the death penalty if the torture victim dies—for anyone who commits, attempts, or conspires to commit torture outside the United States.46 A 2008 report of the Senate Armed Services Committee on the Treatment of Prisoners in CIA Custody concluded that the torture memos “distorted the meaning and intent of the anti-torture laws” and “rationalized the abuse of detainees in [US] custody.”47 The committee criticized the Bush lawyers for redefining torture and cited “profound mistakes” in legal analysis.48

43 Id. (emphasis added).
44 Torture Convention, supra note 27, art. 2.2; Geneva Convention, supra note 31.
48 Id.
IV. AGAINST AGENCY RULES: THE TORTURE MEMOS CONTRADICT OLC GUIDELINES

Former OLC attorneys developed ten principles to guide lawyers in that office.49 The first three principles are most relevant here. The first one reads, in pertinent part, as follows:

When providing legal advice to guide contemplated executive branch action, OLC should provide an accurate and honest appraisal of applicable law, even if that advice will constrain the administration’s pursuit of desired policies. The advocacy model of lawyering, in which lawyers craft merely plausible legal arguments to support their clients’ desired actions, inadequately promotes the President’s constitutional obligation to ensure the legality of executive action.50

Contrary to this guidance, the advice in the August 2002 Bybee-Yoo memo relied on an incorrect definition of torture and advocated bogus defenses to criminal prosecution.51 The Torture Convention defines torture as the intentional infliction of severe physical or mental pain or suffering.52 But in the memo, Yoo and Bybee redefined torture much more narrowly than the way the Torture Convention and Torture Statute define torture.53 This narrow definition required that the victim experience intense pain or

50 Id.
52 Torture Convention, supra note 27, art. 1.
53 The US Torture Statute defines torture as conduct specifically intended to inflict severe physical or mental pain or suffering. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340, 2340A (2006).
suffering equivalent to pain associated with serious physical injury so severe that death, organ failure or permanent damage resulting in loss of significant body functions will likely result. Yoo also wrote that self-defense or necessity could be used as defenses to war crimes prosecutions for torture, notwithstanding the Torture Convention’s absolute prohibition against torture in all circumstances.

The second OLC principle provides:

OLC’s advice should be thorough and forthright, and it should reflect all legal constraints, including the constitutional authorities of the coordinate branches of the federal government—the courts and Congress—and constitutional limits on the exercise of governmental power.

Another Bybee-Yoo memo, also dated August 1, 2002, omits reference to two sets of federal statutes—the War Crimes Act and 10 U.S.C. § 818—that permit prosecution for violation of relevant customary international law and treaties on the laws of war for the commission of torture or cruel and inhumane treatment. Section 818 incorporates all the laws of war and covers any war crime committed by any person. In addition, 18 U.S.C. § 3231 reaches “all offenses against the law of the

54 See Bybee Memorandum, supra note 4.
56 See Guidelines, supra note 49.
However, there was no reference to the laws of war in the second Bybee-Yoo memo. The memo also incorrectly construed the US Torture Statute. At a minimum, this is shoddy legal work. “OLC’s obligation to counsel compliance with the law, and the insufficiency of the advocacy model, pertain with special force in circumstances where OLC’s advice is unlikely to be subject to review by the courts.”

The Bush administration relied on the torture memos in formulating a common plan to violate treaty-based and customary international law in the interrogation of prisoners. To the author’s knowledge, there has been no judicial review of the advice in the memos. In light of his shamefully expansive view of executive power, it is likely Yoo did not anticipate that any court would review the work of the OLC. Furthermore, Yoo astoundingly commented in an interview that, “just because the statute says—that doesn’t mean you have to do it.” Yoo told New Yorker journalist Jane Mayer that Congress “can’t prevent the president from ordering torture.” When Mayer asked Yoo whether any law could stop the president from “crushing the testicles of the person’s child,” Yoo responded, “No treaty.” When she asked him if another law could forbid it, Yoo said, “I think it depends on why the president thinks he needs to do that.” Yoo apparently ignored the Torture Convention’s absolute

18 U.S.C. § 3231 (2006) (“The district courts of the United States shall have original jurisdiction, exclusive of the courts of the States, for all offenses against the laws of the United States.”).

See Criminal Responsibility, supra note 51, at 287.

See infra text accompanying notes 51–54.

See Guidelines, supra note 49.

See Criminal Responsibility, supra note 51, at 281.

See infra text accompanying notes 67–70.


Id.

Id.
prohibition on torture in all circumstances. Yoo also told the OPR that the
president’s wartime power is so vast that the president could order the
massacre of an entire village full of civilians.\textsuperscript{70}

In memos dated August 1, 2002, and March 14, 2003, Yoo and Bybee
advised the Bush administration that the Department of Justice would not
enforce the US criminal laws against torture, assault, maiming, and stalking
in the detention and interrogation of enemy combatants.\textsuperscript{71} The federal
maiming statute makes it a crime for someone with the intent to torture,
maim, or disfigure, to cut, bite, or slit the nose, ear or lip, or cut out or
disable the tongue, or put out or destroy an eye, or cut off or disable a limb
or any member of another person.\textsuperscript{72} It further prohibits individuals from
throwing or pouring upon another person any scalding water, corrosive
acid, or caustic substance with like intent.\textsuperscript{73} Thus, by the Yoo-Bybee
reasoning, if an interrogator maimed a detainee, that interrogator would not
be prosecuted.

V. THE MOST NOTORIOUS TORTURE MEMO RESCINDED

After the first memo of August 1, 2002, became public, the Department
of Justice likely knew the memo could not be legally defended because the
memo was withdrawn as of June 1, 2004, by Jack Goldsmith, who
succeeded Bybee as OLC Assistant Attorney General.\textsuperscript{74} Goldsmith wrote
that the memo contained “cursory and one-sided legal arguments.”\textsuperscript{75} A new


\textsuperscript{71} See Bybee Memorandum, supra note 4; Yoo Memorandum II, supra note 55.


\textsuperscript{73} Id.


opinion, dated December 30, 2004, specifically rejects Yoo’s definition of torture by stating: “Under the language adopted by Congress under sections 2340-2340A [the Torture Statute], to constitute ‘torture,’ the conduct in question must have been ‘specifically intended to inflict severe physical or mental pain or suffering.’” The new memo also admits that a defendant’s motives to protect national security will not shield him from a torture prosecution. The rescission of the August 2002 memo constitutes an implicit admission that the advice it contained was wrong. Yet, the memo remained in effect for twenty-two months. Many commentators, including Goldsmith, criticized the torture memos. Goldsmith called them a “golden shield” designed to protect Bush officials from criminal prosecution for their harsh interrogation program. British barrister and professor Philippe Sands described the lawyers who wrote the torture memos as providing “legal cover for their political masters.” Anthony Lewis likened the counsel in the torture memos to “the advice of a mob lawyer to a mafia don on how to skirt the law and stay out of prison.” Both the content of the memos and the manner in which they were written were unethical. The behavior of these lawyers should give pause to attorneys who seek to twist the law to reach an ideological result that is inconsistent with US and international law.

77 Id.
78 Id.
79 See e.g., Criminal Responsibility, supra note 51, at 281.
80 GOLDSMITH, supra note 75, at 144.
VI. DISCIPLINARY ACTION WRONGLY WITHHELD FOR AT-FAULT LAWYERS

John Bellinger, legal adviser to the National Security Council and the State Department in the Bush administration, told the OPR that the conclusion in the August 2002 memo was “so contrary to the commonly held understanding of the [anti-torture] treaty that he considered that the memorandum was ‘written backwards’ to accommodate a desired result.”83 Bellinger made this statement to the agency that was investigating Yoo, Bybee, and Bradbury for ethics violations in connection with the torture memos they wrote during the Bush administration.84 After a four-year investigation, the OPR concluded that Yoo “committed intentional professional misconduct when he violated his duty to exercise independent legal judgment and render thorough, objective, and candid legal advice.”85 The OPR further determined that Bybee “committed professional misconduct when he acted in reckless disregard of his duty to exercise independent legal judgment and render thorough, objective, and candid legal advice.”86 The OPR also found that Yoo and Bybee violated Rules 1.1 and 2.1.87 It recommended that both Yoo and Bybee be referred to their respective state bar associations for discipline.88 The OPR report states that senior White House officials improperly pressured Bybee, Yoo, and Bradbury to “come up with an answer” in the torture memos to justify the ongoing interrogation program, determine that it was legal, and permit it to

84 See supra text accompanying note 12.
85 See U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, supra note 11, at 260.
86 Id.
87 Id.
88 Id.
continue. But the lawyers had an ethical duty to provide independent advice based in the law.

However, in 2010, Associate Deputy Attorney General David Margolis overruled these OPR findings. While determining that Yoo and Bybee exercised “poor judgment,” Margolis concluded that the OPR should not refer them for discipline because they did not knowingly give false legal advice and, thus, did not commit professional misconduct. Margolis did, however, criticize the two lawyers. He also called the issue of whether Yoo engaged in misconduct a “close question” and described this as “an unfortunate chapter in the history of the Office of Legal Counsel.”

Margolis further wrote that he was afraid “Yoo’s loyalty to his own ideology and convictions clouded his view of his obligation to his client and led him to author opinions that reflected his own extreme, albeit sincerely held, views of executive power.”

In a February 19, 2010, letter to the Chairman of the House Committee on the Judiciary, Assistant Attorney General Ronald Welch explained the analytical framework that the OPR typically uses to evaluate allegations of attorney misconduct; it distinguishes between poor judgment and professional misconduct:

An attorney exercises poor judgment when, faced with alternative courses of action, he or she chooses a course of action that is in

89 Id. at 39.
90 MRPC, supra text and accompanying notes 17–19, 23–24.
92 Id.
93 Id.
94 The House Judiciary Committee was then chaired by the Honorable John Conyers, Jr., (D-MI).
marked contrast to the action that the Department may reasonably expect an attorney exercising good judgment to take. Poor judgment differs from professional misconduct in that an attorney may act inappropriately and thus exhibit poor judgment even though he or she may not have violated or acted in reckless disregard of a clear obligation or standard.95

Georgetown law professor David Luban criticized Margolis’ decision to downgrade the OPR findings regarding Yoo and Bybee to “poor judgment.”96 Specifically, Luban writes,

Margolis strikes a blow against accountability. Margolis gets a lot wrong in his memo, but he did get one thing right. “OPR’s findings and my decision are less important than the public’s ability to make its own judgments about these documents and to learn lessons for the future.” One lesson from this sorry episode is that in America we don’t do accountability for government officials who approve torture.97

Indeed, President Barack Obama signaled his intention that those responsible for setting the Bush administration’s interrogation policy not be held accountable. He stated on February 9, 2009, that he believes “nobody is above the law, and if there are clear instances of wrongdoing, that people should be prosecuted just like any ordinary citizen; but that generally speaking, I’m more interested in looking forward than I am in looking backwards.”98 Attorney General Eric Holder commenced an investigation

97 Id.
of interrogators who allegedly utilized techniques that were not allowed by the torture memos. The narrow scope of that investigation disturbingly implies that the advice in the torture memos is correct because only the people who went beyond the scope of conduct prohibited in the memos were investigated.99

Yet, no officials or lawyers from the Bush administration have been the subject of criminal investigation in the United States for their roles in the interrogation policy. In fact, Holder announced on June 30, 2011, that his office will investigate only two instances of detainee mistreatment. He said the department “has determined that an expanded criminal investigation of the remaining matters is not warranted.”100 Thus, Holder has granted immunity to those who authorized, provided legal cover, and carried out the “remaining matters.”

Both of the incidents that Holder agreed to investigate involved egregious treatment of prisoners and resulted in deaths. In one case, Gul Rahman froze to death in 2002 after being stripped and shackled to a cold cement floor in a secret American prison in Afghanistan known as the Salt Pit.101 The other man, Manadel al-Jamadi, died in 2003 at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq.102 He was suspended from the ceiling by his wrists, which were bound behind his back. Tony Diaz, a military police officer who witnessed al-Jamadi’s torture, reported that when al-Jamadi was lowered to the ground,
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blood gushed from his mouth like “a faucet had turned on.” These two deaths ought to be investigated—and those responsible punished in accordance with the law.

The investigation must also have a much broader scope than focusing only on these two incidents. General Barry McCaffrey has stated that “[w]e tortured people unmercifully. We probably murdered dozens of them during the course of that, both the armed forces and the [CIA].” More than one hundred detainees have died in US custody, many as a result torture. Additionally, untold numbers of detainees were subjected to torture and cruel treatment in violation of both US and international law. Detainees were forced into stress positions, including being chained to the floor, slammed against walls, placed into small boxes with insects, subjected to extremely cold and hot temperatures as well as diet manipulation, blaring music, and threats against them and their families. At least three men were subject to waterboarding, a technique that makes the subject feel as though he is drowning. Pursuant to the Bush administration’s efforts to create a link between Saddam Hussein and Al-Qaeda, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed was subjected to waterboarding 183 times. Abu Zubaydah

103 Id.
108 Merriam-Webster defines waterboarding as “an interrogation technique in which water is forced into a detainee’s mouth and nose so as to induce the sensation of drowning.” Waterboarding Definition, MERRIAM-WEBSTER ENGLISH DICTIONARY, available at http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/waterboarding (last visited Oct. 1, 2011).
109 No such link was ever established. Scanlon, supra note 107.
received this treatment on eighty-three occasions.\textsuperscript{110} It now appears that five additional men were subjected to waterboarding by the US military.\textsuperscript{111}

Under the well-established doctrine of universal jurisdiction, Spain investigated six Bush administration lawyers—John Yoo, Jay Bybee, David Addington, William Haynes, Alberto Gonzales, and Douglas Feith—for the roles they played in the torture and abuse of prisoners.\textsuperscript{112} Countries will not investigate and prosecute foreign nationals if the home country of the suspects is undertaking an investigation.\textsuperscript{113} On January 28, 2011, Spanish Judge Eloy Velasco issued an order, which set a deadline of March 1, 2011, for the United States to inform him whether a prosecutor had been appointed to investigate the abuses at Guantánamo.\textsuperscript{114} On March 1, 2011, the Justice Department’s Criminal Division of the Office of International Affairs sent a letter to the Spanish Minister of Justice, citing the results of the Margolis OPR finding and the limited investigation authorized by

\textsuperscript{110} Id.
\textsuperscript{112} Universal jurisdiction is a well-established doctrine that countries employ to investigate and prosecute foreign nationals for crimes that shock the conscience of the global community. It provides a critical tool to hold accountable those who commit crimes against the law of nations, including war crimes and crimes against humanity. Without universal jurisdiction, many notorious criminals would go free. See Marjorie Cohn, Spain Investigates What America Should, HUFFINGTON POST, Apr. 8, 2009, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/marjorie-cohn/spain-investigates-what-a_b_183801.html; see also Scott Horton, The Bush Six to Be Indicted: Spanish prosecutors will seek criminal charges against Alberto Gonzales and five high-ranking Bush administration officials for sanctioning torture at Guantánamo, DAILY BEAST, (Apr. 13, 2009), http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2009/04/13/the-bush-six-to-be-indicted.html.
\textsuperscript{113} See Cohn, supra note 112.
Holder. The letter stated that there was no basis for a criminal investigation of the six lawyers. Soon thereafter, for apparently political reasons, the Spanish court dropped the universal jurisdiction investigation.

On July 12, 2011, Human Rights Watch issued a 107-page report recommending the investigation and prosecution of Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld, Tenet, Condoleezza Rice, John Ashcroft, and the administration lawyers for torture under the War Crimes Act and for federal criminal conspiracy. According to the report,

There is enough strong evidence from the information made public over the past five years to not only suggest these officials authorised and oversaw widespread and serious violations of [US] and international law, but that they failed to stop mistreatment, or punish those responsible after they became aware of serious abuses.

By allowing those responsible for the program of torture and abuse to escape accountability, there is nothing that will stop officials and their lawyers in future administrations from authorizing cruel treatment. They will expect to set their interrogation policies with impunity.

---

116 See id.
120 Id. at 2.
VII. CONCLUSION

Bush, Cheney, and Yoo have all acknowledged that they participated in the decision to subject detainees to waterboarding, and that if given the opportunity they would do it again.121 Thus, they have admitted the commission of war crimes because waterboarding is torture—and torture is a war crime. Major General Anthony Taguba, who directed the investigation of mistreatment at Abu Ghraib, wrote that “there is no longer any doubt as to whether the [Bush] administration has committed war crimes. The only question that remains to be answered is whether those who ordered the use of torture will be held to account.”122 Taguba’s question has been answered. None of those lawyers or officials will be brought to justice.123 Outgoing CIA Director Leon Panetta said, “we are now finally about to close this chapter of our agency’s history.”124 Ominously, David Petraeus, incoming CIA Director, told Congress there might be circumstances in which a return to “enhanced interrogation” is warranted.125 That means torture may well continue during Obama’s tenure as president.

The Constitution requires that the president “shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed.”126 When the United States ratified the Torture Convention, we promised to extradite or prosecute those who commit, or are complicit in the commission, of torture.127 The Geneva Conventions also mandate that we prosecute or extradite those who commit, or are complicit

121 See War Crimes Articles, supra note 10.
123 See Obama Press Conf., supra note 98; Greenwald, supra note 99; Statement of the Att’y General, supra note 100.
126 U.S. Const. art. 2, § 3.
127 Torture Convention, supra note 27, at art. 7.
in the commission of torture. There are two federal criminal statutes for torture prosecutions—the US Torture Statute and the War Crimes Act; the latter punishes torture as a war crime. The Torture Convention is unequivocal: nothing, including a state of war, can be invoked as a justification for torture.

There is precedent for holding lawyers criminally liable for giving legally erroneous advice that results in great physical or mental harm or death. For example, in United States v. Altstoetter, Nazi lawyers were convicted of war crimes and crimes against humanity for advising Hitler on how to “legally” disappear political suspects to special detention camps. Both Altstoetter and the case of the Bush lawyers dealt with people who were detained during wartime, yet who were not prisoners of war. In both cases, it was reasonably foreseeable that the advice they provided would result in serious physical or mental harm—or even death to many prisoners. And the advice was legally erroneous in both cases.

After the Watergate scandal, American law schools made professional responsibility courses mandatory for all students. State bar examinations test prospective lawyers on ethics as well as substantive law. But the duty
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of a lawyer requires more than abiding by ethical obligations: an attorney has an obligation to act morally as well.

There are many negative examples to draw from the Bush lawyers who crafted meticulous arguments to rationalize torture and abuse. The torture memos enabled the administration to conduct its unlawful interrogation program with impunity. OLC lawyers, including Yoo and Bybee, gave the “green light” to torture and abuse.\textsuperscript{137} Nowhere did they express concern for what this treatment would do to human beings. Dan Coleman, a former FBI agent, said, “brutalization doesn’t work. We know that. Besides, you lose your soul.”\textsuperscript{138} The legal mercenaries who worked for Bush may never be brought to justice for what they did, but they have lost their souls.
